
Thank you so much for your interest in trying out for Platinum!  We are very 
excited for this tryout process to be underway in our selection of what we know 
will be a fabulous team!  We understand how busy summers can get, unfortunately, 
the only successful, practical way to structure our season is with some work 
through the summer.  With this in mind, we wanted to make you aware of a few 
things before you go any further in the tryout process.   
 

 *Our camp is July 20-23 in Cedar Rapids, IA.  We are giving you these dates far in 
advance so you can work your schedules around it.  We expect everyone to attend camp.  
During these four days, you will learn valuable team technique, routines, choreography, and 
most importantly you will be spending time getting to know each other and creating 
invaluable relationships as a team.  We will be having practices leading up to camp that you 
will be expected to attend as well.  If this is a conflict, please let the coaches know ASAP. 
 

 *Our State Competition Choreographer will be in town June 12-14.  This is the time 
we will be learning our two routines for State (Jazz & Pom).  All members of the 
competition squad will need to be available between the hours of 8AM and 5PM.   
 

 *The Iowa State Dance & Drill Team Competition will be held in Des Moines, Iowa 
December 4-5.  We expect to perform on Friday December 5 – but that is only a tentative 
date based on previous years’ history.  Because this is the entire purpose of the competition 
squad – all members will need to be free that weekend. 
 

 *We are planning to attend 2 regional competitions through UDA this winter.  The 
first, in Chicago is typically mid-November and the second, in Minneapolis is typically the 
beginning of January.  We do not have firm dates for these competitions, but as soon as we 
know them, we will get them out to the team.  There will be practices/performances in 
preparation for competition on the Sunday of Thanksgiving weekend {St. Ambrose 
showcase} and January 2-3 
 

 *Practices over the summer are strongly encouraged.  We will be holding practices on 
Tuesday from 3:30-5:30 PM and Thursday from 7:30-9:30 AM.  There will be some weeks 
without practice, and we completely understand and expect family vacations/conflicts/etc.  
We just wanted to get these dates out to you so you could plan accordingly.  
 

If you are unable to attend ANY of these functions, we would encourage you to 
talk with the coaches to determine a course of action.  These functions are highly 
important to the way our team works throughout the entire year.   
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the coaches: 

rokusekkatie@pleasval.k12.ia.us or blkissel@gmail.com    
 

Thank you! 
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